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Abstract--This article considers finite-difference approximations of the nonlinear homogeneous 
Dirichlet boundary-value problem for the equation Aw+w[p(x,y)-qw]=O in a two- 
dimensional bounded domain. The equation is of fundamental importance for more elaborate 
study of ecological prey-predator diffusive models. This problem has a positive solution as well 
as the trivial one. By means of the Rayleigh quotient characterization f the first eigenvalue, we 
give a simple proof of the L 2 convergence of the positive solution of the discrete problem to the 
positive solution of the continuous problem. Simple criteria for this to happen in a large family 
of domains are given. Some computational results of interest are also presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This article is concerned with the approximation of the solution of the nonlinear Dirichlet 
problem: 
Aw + w[p(x ,y ) -qw]= O in 9 "~ 
w 0 on ag J '  (1) 
where 9 is an open, bounded connected domain in R 2, p(x,y)  is continuously 
differentiable in 9 ,  q is a positive constant and 
~2 02 
Problem (1) represents the steady-state model for the biological ogistic growth equation 
with diffusion. The finite-difference approximation for the case when 9 is in R ~ is studied 
in Ref. [I]. Moreover, the results are used there to further analyze the approximations for 
systems involving prey-predator and competing species [cf. 1, 2]. As a beginning step to 
study the general problem, we first consider problem (1) in R 2, with 9 having a boundary 
consisting of a finite number of horizontal and vertical ine segments. We also require that 
each boundary segment lie on a line of the form x = kh, mh <.y <~ nh or y = kh, 
mh ~ x <. nh for some integers k, m, n. These conditions restrict he choice ofh as h ~ 0 +, 
but we can always use, for example, h = c/2 s, where N is an integer and c is fixed. We 
denote the grid points (rh, sh), where r and s are integers, in the interior and the boundary 
of ~ as 9~ and 09h, respectively. Note that by the connectedness of 9 ,  every two points 
in ~h can be connected by horizontal and vertical segments of length h joining only grid 
points in 9h. 
Let ). = ~.~ > 0 be the first (principal) eigenvalue for the problem Az + 2z = 0 in 9,  z = 0 
on 09  and assume in problem (1) that 
p(x,y)>2) V (x,y) ~ ~. (2) 
Using a small multiple of the principle eigenfunction for 3.~ and a large positive constant 
function as lower and upper solutions, respectively, for problem (1), we conclude that there 
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exists a solution of problem (1) with w(x ,y )> 0 for (x, y )~-2 [cf. 3]. The approximation 
by finite differences becomes difficult because w = 0 is also a solution of problem (1), giving 
rise to nonuniqueness. 
We consider the corresponding discrete problem: 
Aht'h(P) + vn(P)[ph(e) - qvh(P)] = 0 in ~h ] 
vh(P) = 0 on a..~J' (3) 
where 
Ahvh(rh, sh) = -2i [v ((r + 1)h, sh) + v ((r - l)h, sh) 
+ v(rh, (s + l)h) + v(rh, (s - 1)h) - 4v(rh, sh)] 
and ph(P) is the restriction of p(x ,y )  to ~h. Let 2~> 0 be the first eigenvalue for the 
discrete problem Ahzh + ).zh = 0 in ~,  zh = 0 in a~.  We will see that the condition 
min {Ph(P) -- ),~'} > 0 (4) 
P~h 
is sufficient for obtaining a positive solution Vh of problem (3) (cf. Lemma 2.4). In Theorem 
3.1, the positive solution vh(P) will be shown to converge in the L2 sense to wh(P), where 
wh(P ) is the restriction of the positive solution w (x, y ) of problem (1) to ~h. [The positive 
solutions vh(P) and w(x, y) will be shown to be unique.] For the convergence proof, we 
will need a uniform lower bound for vh as h --* 0 +, so that vh does not tend to zero. For 
this purpose, we will see that the additional assumption: 
Ph(P)>~-~ l - cos  , P~St ,  (5) 
is sufficient (cf. Lemma 2.3 and Remark 2.1). Here S~ is a closed square of area 12 contained 
inside 9.  
Note that: ~5 l - cosT  -~-~ash  ~0;  
and A s inT(x -a )smT(Y -b)  2z"t" .  n . n 
In Section 4, we present some numerical results of interest. In particular, we analyze an 
example where condition (4) is violated but numerical evidence strongly suggests the 
existence of a unique positive solution. 
2. POSITIVE SOLUTION FOR THE DISCRETE PROBLEM, 
LOWER BOUND AND UNIQUENESS 
We will need the following basic lemmas concerning the existence, uniqueness and 
bounds for the solution of the discrete problem. Consider the discrete version for the 
problem 
Aw(x ,y )+w(x ,y ) [p (x ,y ) -qw(x ,y ) ]=O i n~ } 
w(x ,y )=O on~ ' 
i.e. 
Ahvh(P) + vh(P )[ph(P ) -- qvh(P )] = 0 
vh(P) = 0 
(6) 
} 
on a~ h " 
(7) 
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As in the differential equation case, we define a grid function ~, to be an upper solution 
for problem (7) if it satisfies 
A,O,(P) + dp,(P)[ph(P)- qq~h(P)] <~ 0 in ~, t 
Oh(P) >~ 0 on d~, j .  (8) 
The grid function ~, is a lower solution of problem (7) if both inequalities in problem (8) 
are reversed to i>0 and ~<0, respectively. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that q > 0 and ph(P) >0, P e ~,. Let C be any constant 
such that 
I 
C >1 - maxph(P). 
q e~h 
Then the grid function q~h(P) - C, P e ~h U d~, is an upper solution for problem 
(7). 
/'roof 
A,~h(P)+O,(P)[ph(P)-q~,(P)]=C[p,(P) -qC]<~O for P~h.  Furthermore 
¢ , (P)  = C > 0 for P ~ 09,.  
For the rest of this section, we assume that ~ contains a closed square St with sides of 
length l>>2h. Let the vertices of St be (al, a2), (al + l, a2), (al + l, a2 + l) and (al, a., + l). 
For i = l, 2, let m~ and n~ be integers o that a~ ~ m~h < n~h ~ a, + l and m~h -a ,  < h, 
(ai + l) - n ~h < h. For P = (x, y ) ~ ~, U O ~,, define the grid function 
{:  (x -mhh)n-m~h)nn  sin 
(n~ - m*l)h (~n2 -- m2)h 
h , i fP~St fq~,  
O,(P) = 
if P e St N ~,. 
We make the assumption that in problem (6) 
Observe that 
Thus, if we let 
2R 2 
p(x ,y)>. .~-  ¥ (x ,y)eSt .  (9) 
2 (  n n )2n  2 
2-  cos , - - -~  cos n* h -" 7 
n I - -m I 2 - -m2 
min lp , (P)  - 2 ['2 - cos rr 
r*=p,s, ng, L h k n~--m~ 
then r, > 0 if h is small enough. 
COS - -  
ash ~0 +. 
Lemma 2.2. Assume inequality (9). Suppose that q > O and rh > O. Then for any 
6h such that 0 < 6h <~ (G/q ), the function 
(d¢f) 
s,(P)  = ~,0,(P) p e ~, o a~, 
is a lower solution for problem (7). Moreover, if we let ~ = ( !/2q) min { p (x, y ) 
- (2rr2/12)l(x, y ) E St}, then ~O,(P) is a lower solution for problem (7) for all 
sufficiently small h. 
Proof 
We notice that Sh(P) = Oh(P) = 0 for P e St Iq ~h. Let S~ and OS~, respectively, denotes 
the interior and boundary nodes on the square with vertices (m~h, m~h), (n*lh, m~h), 
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. h m~ nh (n~h,n~h), (m~h,n~,h). For P =(rh, sh) in S~, (i.e. m~ <r <n~, <s< ,), we have 
AhS~(P) + S~(P)[p~(P) - qS~(P)] 
I (sh -m~h)n  { [(r - 1)h -m~h]n 
=fib sin (n~-m~,)h  sin ~ Z ~  - 2sin 
+ sin [(r + l )h -m~h]r~l  (rh-m~h)n 
( -n~-m,r~)h '+ sin (n~-m~)h 
x )'sin [(s - 1)h - m~h]n (sh - m~h)n 
~n-~h~.h- ~ -- 2sin (nh__m~)h 
+ sin [(s + 1)h - m~h]rc) 1 ] 
-~nT--_mh~-~ ~-~+ Oh(e)[ph(P)--q6hOh(P)] 
(n~-m~)h sin ~-~-_~ cOS(n~_m~ ) 1 
• cos n  
(rh - m ~h )re 
(n - m 
The expression in ~ ~ above is />0 if 0 < 6h <~ (rh/q). For e on ?S~, say e = (m~h, sh), 
m~<s<nh. ,  we have 
(sh - m~h )rt 
A~Sh(P) + Sh(P)[ph(P) -- qS~(P)] = 6h sin sin > O. 
(n~-- m~) (n~-- m~)h 
For P gS~' U ?S~, we clearly have AhSh(P) + Sh(P)[ph(P) - qSh(P)] = 0. This proves the 
lemma. 
Remark 2. I 
If we let f] be a square of length less than l/2 with the same center as St, and denote 
sh(e)   oh(P), 
then Sh(P)> (S/2)> 0 V P ~ f~ f'l ~h, h is sufficiently small. Consequently, we have 
Sh(P) > ~bh(P) V P ~f2 f'l ~h, h sufficiently small, 
where ~h(P) can be considered as the restriction of some continuously differentiable 
function ~ (x, y ) defined on ~ U c? ~ with ¢ (x, y )/> 0 in ~ t2 c3~ and ¢ (x, y ) = (o¢/2) in 
f2. This ¢(x ,y )  will be used as a uniform lower bound for the lower solution 5~h(P), all 
h sufficiently small. Such bound will be used for comparison purposes in Theorem 3.1. 
Lemma 2.3. Assume q > O, p(x, y ) > O in ~ while satisfying inequality (9) in St, 
and 6 is as defined in Lemma 2.2. Let CI be a constant larger than both ~ and 
(l/q) max Ph(P). 
Then for all h > 0 sufficiently small there exists a grid function vh(P) which is 
a solution of problem (7) such that 
Sh(P) = ~Oh(P) <~ vh(e) ~< C, P ~ ~h LI c~h. (10) 
Proof 
Let 1) be a nonnegative number satisfying 
f~ > 2qCi -- minph(P). 
P~h 
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The function fh(P, w)= w[p~(P)-  qw] + flw will then be an increasing function of w 
for 0~<w~<Ct, each P~h.  Define the transformation T by zh(P)=(TYh)h(P), 
P ~ ~ U c~ ~ if 
(Oh -- D)zh(P) = -yh(P)[ph(e) -- qyh(P) + f2] P ~ ~h 
and 
zh(P) =0 P ~d~h. 
We observe that T is well-defined since the matrix h2(Ah- D) is nonsingular with all 
its eigenvalues in the interval ( -8 -D .h  2, -D.h2). By using the property that fh(P, W) 
is increasing and the maximum principle for the operator Ah-  D, we can show in 
the usual manner that T is monotone: if y~t)(p)~y~2)(p), P¢~hUd~h,  then 
(Ty<ht))h(P) >t (Ty~h2))h(P) (see, for example, Ref. [3]). Further, if we define for P ¢ ~ U d~h, 
2~1)= (T~h)h(e) where qbh(e ) --= C1, and z~/+ i)(p) = (Tz(hO)h(e), i = 1, 2 . . . . .  we can show 
by the usual manner, using Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, that 
jh(P)=~Oh(P)<~...<.%z~3)(P)<~z~2)(P)(z~')(P)<.%dp(P)=Ct for P~-@hUd.@~. 
As i -, ~,  z~°(P) ~ vh(P), as stated. Note that v,(P) is uniquely defined here by the choice 
of the upper solution C, as the first iterate. 
Let 2 h > 0 be as defined in Section 1 with o~(P) the corresponding normalized iscrete 
eigenfunction. From the characterization of the first eigenvalue we can assume that 
co~(P)>:0 for P ~ [cf. 4, pp. 336-337], because by replacing every value with its 
modulus, one will attain the same or smaller minimum for the characterization. Since 
AhCoh(P) <~ 0 in ~ ,  i.e. co~(P) is greater than or equal to the average of its four neighbors, 
using the connectedness of interior nodes as noted in Section 1, one sees that if co~(P) = 0 
at one P ~ ~h, then cob(P)= 0. We therefore must have co~(P)> 0 ¥ P e ~.  
Lemma 2.4. Assume 
(def) 
q > 0, min {p~(P) - ) .~} = d h > 0 
e~,  
and let ~ be a constant larger than 
(l/q)maxph(P). 
P~9~ 
Then for any 6h such that 
the grid function 6~o~,(P), P ~ ~ U 0~ is a lower solution for problem (7). 
Furthermore, there exists a grid function ~,(P) ~hkh is a solution of problem (7) 
such that 6h~o~(P) <.% g~(P) <~ ~,  P ~ ~ U 0~.  
Proof 
For 
P ~ ~h, AhrhCOh(P) + 6hcoh[Ph -- qrhCOh] ---- 6hCOh(P)[ph(P) -- 2~ -- qrhCOh(P)], 
which is >10 if 
Thus 6hO)h(P) is a lower solution. On the other hand, ~ is an upper solution for problem 
(7), as in Lemma 2.1. [Note that 
maxph(P) > dh 
PE~h 
and thus ¢~t >rhCoh(P), P ~h ' ]  Let T be the transformation defined in Lemma 2.3, 
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and start the iterations using q~(P)=~t ,  5~ ')= (T~)~(P) and 5~"')(P)= (Tgt~))(P), 
i = 1, 2 . . . . .  We obtain 
6ho~(P) <~'" <~ .~ ' (P)  < _*~,:>(P) ~< f~t)(P) ~< ~,(p)  - ~,. 
As i ~ oo, £~1 .., g~(p) as stated. Note that tT~(P) is uniquely determined by the choice 
of the upper solution ~t as the first iterate. 
Lemma 2.5. Let q, p(x, y ) and $ be as described in Lemma 2.3. Suppose further 
that 
min (ph(P) -- 2 h } <~) d~= > 0. 
P~ 
Let C~ be larger than both 3 and 
(l/q) maxph(P). 
Then for h > 0 sufficiently small, the solution v~ (P ) of problem (7) as constructed 
in Lemma 2.3 satisfies inequality (I0) as well as 
O<¢~¢oh(e)<-vh(e)  e~h"  (11) 
Here 6~ is any constant such that 
O< 6~<~ d~/[q max c°~(P) ] ' "~ ._l 
Proof 
In Lemma 2.4, choose ~ to be the constant C~ of this lemma, then ~(P) -  vh(P), 
P ~Ud~.  (Since both are determined by iterating from the same upper solution.) 
Applying Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, we obtain inequalities (10) and (11), respectively. 
The following lemma illustrates the uniqueness of positive solutions [v~ (P)  > 0, P ~ ~]  
of problem (7). 
Lemma 2.6. Suppose that q > O. Let ~(P)  and 6(P)  be solutions of problem 
(7) with the properties that ~(P)>0 and 6(P)>0 V P~.  Then 
"~h(P) -- ~h(P), P ~ ~h. 
Proof 
Suppose that Vh(P) ~h(P) .  There exists R ~ such that, say ~h(R) < ~h(R). Let 
6et = {P ~ ~h: ~h(P) < 6h(P)} and 6a: = {P ~ ~h O 3~h: Vh(P) >I t~h(P)}- Let 6aR = {P ~ 60, : 
P is connected to R by horizontal and vertical line segments of length h with endpoints 
in b"~ }. Define S~] = {P*~ Se:: P* is of distance h from some P ~ SeR}. Suppose that P 
is an interior point in ~h- we denote Vh(P) by ~/and its four neighboring values by V~_ Lj, 
Vi+ t.y, Vg.~_ ~, V,../+~; similarly, we denote t30 etc. It is clear that 
h2[viyAhvij -- t3ijAh [; 0] = Vij[Vi- I,j + Vi+ I.j + t~i.j- t + ~i.j÷ t] 
- 60[vi-t.j+vi+t.j+vi.~/-i +vi.j+l]. (12) 
From equation (12) we deduce that 
h 2 ~ vh(P)Ahfh(P)--vh(P)Ah'fh(P) 
P~'~'R 
= ~ I~ ~h(P)~h(P*)--~h(P)~h(P*)lPisofdistancehfromP*}. (13) 
For P ~ 5 a R c ~h, we have 
hZ[~h(P)Ahfh(P) -- fh(P)Ah~h(P)] = h2"6~(P)fh(P)q[v(P) -v (P ) ]  > 0. 
Thus the expression in equation (13) is >0. However, for P,P* considered in the 
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right-hand side of equation (13), we have 
~(p)  ~(p , )  _ ~ (p )~(p , )  ~< ~(p)~,( ,o , )  _ ~, (p )~(p , )  ~< 0
(since P ~,  P 'E  S e2). This implies the expression in equation (13) is ~<0, giving a 
contradiction. Hence ~h(P) - ~h(P)- 
Remark 2.2 
For problem (6), if one starts iterating from an upper solution as in Ref [3], the limiting 
function is then actually a weak solution in W~'2(~) by Sobolev's inequality [cf. 5, p. 173]. 
By means of theorems concerning the differentiability of a weak solution [cf. 5, Theorem 
8.10] and Sobolev's imbedding theorem, one concludes that with a sufficient smoothness 
assumption on p (x, y ), the weak solution w (x, y ) of problem (6) is in C~(~). Let M be 
a bound on all the first four derivatives of w(x, y) in ~. We will assume below that 
M < ~.[Note that if p(x,y )> ).~ for (x,y)~ ~, one can readily find lower and upper 
solutions for problem (6) by using, respectively, a small multiple of an eigenfunction and 
large constants, as in Lemmas 2.4 and 2.1.] 
3. Lz CONVERGENCE OF THE SOLUTION FOR THE 
DISCRETE EQUATION 
From Remark 2.2, it is natural to assume that the positive solution w(x, y ) of problem 
(6) is in C'(~). This section analyses the convergence of the unique positive solution vh (P) 
of problem (7) to w(x, y). Recall that we assume inequality (2), which guarantees the 
existence of a solution which is positive in ~. Moreover, such a positive solution of 
problem (6) is unique [cf. 6, Lemma 2.1]. 
Theorem 3.1. Let 2 h be as described in Section 1, and the closed square $1 c 
be as described after Lemma 2.2. Assume that 
rain {Ph(P) - 2~} > 0 (14) 
Pe~, 
and 
4( -cos - -~)  (15) p,(P) > ~ l h~ 
Y P at the nodes on St and all h small enough, q > O. Then the unique positive 
solutions w(x,y ) in ~ and vh(P ) in ~h satisfy 
IIwh(P)-vh(e)l[2~O as h ~O +, e~OO~h,  
provided w (x, y ) has a bound for all its first four partial derivatives, in ~. Here 
Remark 3. ! 
Suppose that p(x, y ) > (2n2/l 2) ¥ (x, y ) ~ ~t, then Ph(P) will satisfy inequality (15) for 
all h small enough. From Remark 2.1 and Lemma 2.3, inequality (15) is used to establish 
the existence of a continuously differentiable function O(x,y)>~O in N UO~, with 
O(x,y)=(6/2)>O in a square 11 inside Si so that vh(P) >~0h(P), P~h,  for h small 
enough [0r(P) is the restriction of ~0 (x, y ) to the grid]. Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas 2.4 and 
2.5 insure that vh(P) is positive in Nh, and is uniquely defined. Also, recall the choice of 
h, as described in Section 1. 
Proof 
For P ~ Nh U ONh, define the grid error function zh(P)= wh(P)-  v,(P). We have 
A, zh(P) + {ph(P) - q[wh(P) + vh(P)]}z,(P)zh(p) == 00(h2) onin N~09h }" (16) 
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In matrix form, this problem can be expressed as 
Lhzh(P)=O(h:) P ~3h, (17) 
where l.~ is a symmetric matrix with least eigenvalue #~' for the problem (0_ h + 2)z =0.  
[Here, only the values of . (p),  p ~3h are used in the vector z(P).] We will show that 
g~ t> c > 0 for all h under consideration. Let ~O (x, 3') be as described in Remark 2.3 above. 
For comparison purpose, we consider the continuous eigenvalue problem 
Au+{p(x ,y ) -q [w(x ,y )+d/ (x ,y ) ] -K}u+Ou=O i n3  } 
u=0 onO~ ' (18) 
where K > 0 is a large enough constant so thatp - q(w + ~k) - K < 0 in ~ U ~3. Let the 
first eigenvalue of problem (18) be 0 = #~+ K. Due to the relationship ~'h(P)~< v,(P). 
since ~'h(P) is the restriction of tp (x. y ) to the grid. one can compare the eigenvalues of 
problems (17) and (18) with those of 
Ahu,(P) + {p,(P) - q [Wh(P ) + ~'h(P)] - K}uh(P) + OUh(P) = 0 in 3h ] 
(19) 
uh(P)=O onO3hf"  
Denoting the first eigenvalue of problem (19) by 0 =/1~ + K. we have 
#~ >//J~ (20) 
because ~'h(P)~< vh(P). We will next show that for the considered values of h we have, 
~ >1 lat - Rh for some R > 0 independent of h. (21) 
For convenience, define Q (x, y ) = -p  (x, y ) + q [w (x, y ) + ~k (x, y )] + K for (x, y ) in 3. 
For any continuous function with piecewise continuous partial derivatives in ~ and 
vanishing on 0~, define the norms 
I(u'u)=f~u2dxdY(u, )=f.)~[(Vu): dx } 
A u __ + Q(x, y )u 2] dy 
(22) 
For any grid function z on the 
norms 
In(z, z) = ~, z(rh, sh)'-h'- 
and 
Ah (Z' Z ) = Y" {[z ((r + l )h' sh ) - z (rh' sh ) ] 
+ ~ Q (rh, sh )z (rh, sh)2h 2, 
plane, defined as zero on O~h and outside 3, ,  define the 
+ Iz(rh, (s + l)h) - z(rh, sh)lZ h } h2 
(23) 
where the summations for r, s above are over all integers. The eigenvalues/2 ~ and/A will 
be compared by means of their corresponding Rayleigh quotients. 
For any r,s =0,  +1, +2 . . . . .  connect the grid point (rh, sh) to the grid points 
((r +_. 1)h, sh), (rh,(s + l)h), ((r + l)h, (s + l)h) and ((r - l)h, (s - 1)h). For those (r,s) 
such that all such triangles having (rh, sh) as a vertex lie in ~ U d~, define yr,(x, y ) to be 
the piecewise linear function which is one at (rh, sh) and 0 at the other grid points. For 
other (r, s) such that (rh, sh) is the vertex of a triangle that goes outside ~ U ~,  define 
v,,(x, y )=  0. For any grid function z which is zero on c~c3, and outside ~h, define 
Mhz = Z z(rh, sh )c,s(x, y ), 
where the sum is over r, s = 0, + 1, +2 . . . . .  Thus Mhz is a continuous piecewise linear 
function whose value at (rh, sh) is z (rh, sh), if (rh, sh) is a vertex such that all neighboring 
triangles as described above lie in 3t3 ?3.  Mhz is zero at the boundary ?3,  and its 
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derivatives have discontinuities only at the lines x = ih, y =jh and x -y  = kh. For any 
grid function z of the form described, we have 
A(Mhz, M~:)=Ah(z,z)+ f Q(Mhz)"dxdy -~.Q(rh, sh)z(rh, sh)Zh ', (24) 
using an identity of Polya [7]: 
{[z ((r + l)h, sh) - z(rh, sh)] 2 + [z(rh, (s + l)h) - z(rh, sh)]" = .f (VM~z)2 dx dy. 
From the identity [cf. 8, p. 135], 
~(Mhz) 2 dy = ~ {12z ( rh , -  [z((r + l)h, sh) - z(rh, sh)] 2 dx 2 sh ) 2 
- [z(rh, (s + l)h) - z(rh, sh)]" - [z((r + l)h, (s + l)h) - z(rh, sh)]2}; (25) 
and by the mean value theorem, we have 
f Q (x, )(Mhz)2 dx sh sh)2h 2Y dy E Q (rh, )z (rh, 
~< - ~ h 2 Q (x*, y*) E {[z ((r + l)h, sh)  - z (rh, sh)]" + [z (rh, (s + l )h)  - z (rh, sh)]2 
+ [z((r + l)h, (s + l)h) - z(rh, sh)]-'} + E, (26) 
where [El ~< Bh ~,z(rh, sh)2h 2and B is a bound for IVQI independent of z. The point 
(x*, y*)  a ~ and Q (x*, y* ) > 0. From equations (24) and (25), we obtain 
Ah(z, z) >1 A (M,z, Mhz ) -- Shth(z, z). (27) 
In order to compare the Rayleigh quotients for problems (18) and (19), we need to estimate 
lh(z, z)/A(Mhz, Mhz). We have 
A (Mhz, Mhz) = fu [(VMhz) 2 + O (Mhz) 21 dx dy 
>~ f (VMhz)2dxdy+minQ f(Mhz)2dxdy 
>. f (VMhz) zdx dy + rain Q ~X~z(rh, sh)2h 2
J~ 9 
-- ¼h2~ {[z ((r + 1)h, sh)  - z (rh, sh)]2 + [z (rh, (s + l)h) - z (rh, sh)] 2 } ] 
=f  (VM, z)2dxdy+minQ[~.z2h 2 -~'h2C.j~ (VM*z)2dxdy 1 
>/min Q ~ z(rh, sh)2h 2, (28) 
for h sufficiently small. Here we have used equation (25), the triangle inequality and the 
identity (24) of Polya [7] below. From equation (28), we have the estimate 
I l,(z,z) l+(z,z) 1 
A(M,z,M,z) ~</mi '~ ~k ) = - -  (29) 
nQ lh(z,z) minQ 
From problem (19), let u* be the eigenvector for which 
1 I,(u~, u'~) 
~ + K Ah(u~,u~) 
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Using equation (25) and the triangle inequality, 
I(M~u*, M~u'~) >~ I~(u*, u~) - t  h :~ {[u*((r + l )h. sh ) - u*(rh, sh )]" 
+ [u'~(rh, (s + l)h) - u'~(rh, sh)]"} 
>i L (uL  u~) '- " * -~h Ah(uh,u~) 
ur) 
¼h:J[A (M.~,%. M~,Z) - 8hZ.(u*. ,*)1. (30) 1> kAh(u~, u~) 
where inequality (27) is used for the last inequality. Consequently, we obtain from 
inequalities (30) and (29) 
][ A(Mhu'~,Mhu~) >~ LAh(u'~,u~) ¼h'- I - Bh n Q . 
Using the Rayleigh quotient characterization for problem (18), we deduce that 
1 I(Mhu~, Mhu~) - -  >~ 
lh + K A (Mhu'~, Mhu*) 
~> [sT~ 1+ K ~h~][1 -Bh(minQ) - '  1 
! 
- -  [l + O(h)]. 
- f i~+ K 
(31) 
From inequality (31), we obtain condition (21) and then we use inequality (20) to assert 
~"~ I> ~'~ t> 2 > o, (32) 
for h sufficiently small. 
The problem (16) or (17) is therefore invertible. Since n.h is symmetric, we obtain from 
expressions (32) and (17) that 
I[w~(P) - vh(P)ll2 ~< [I ].~-t 112 0(h") ~< 2 0(h2 ) --, 0 
as h ---, 0 +. This proves the theorem. 
4. SOME COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
In this section, we show some results obtained by applying the monotone scheme 
described previously to the boundary-value problem (1). 
In our examples, we let ~ be the "L-shaped" domain defined by the union of the product 
of the intervals (0,0.5)x (0,0.5) and (0.5, 1)x (0, 0.2). We discretize the problem by 
choosing h = 0.05. The limiting values for all sequences are obtained when 
max Iv~,~+ I ) (P )  - v~,J)(P)l 
max [v~)(P)l 
P~h 
~< 10 -s. (33) 
We first consider problem (1) with q = 1 and p (x, y ) = 100. In this case, the conditions 
in Theorem 3.1 are all satisfied since 2 ~, the first eigenvalue for the problem Ahzh + 2hZ~ = 0 
in ~h, Zh = 0 on c3~ h, is smaller than the first eigenvalue for the same problem restricted 
to the square (0,0.5)x(0,0.5)  whose value is ~80. Figures 1-4 correspond to the 
monotone decreasing sequence v~J)(P) withj  = 1, 10, 20 and 96, respectively. We start the 
iterations with v~°)(P)= 100 and the "limiting" value is attained fo r j  ~ 96. 







Fig. 1. Monotone decreasing sequence v~/)(P), j = 1 for the problem Av + v[lO0 - v] = 0 in @, 







Fig. 2. Monotone decreasing sequence v~(P), j = I0 for the problem Av + v[100 - v] = 0 in @, 
v=0 on ~.  







Fig. 3. Monotone decreasing sequence v~)(P), j = 20 for the problem At' + v[100 - r] = 0 in ~, 







Fig. 4. Monotone decreasing sequence v~/)(P), j = 96 for the problem At + t,[100 -- c] = 0 in 9.  
v=Oon ~.  








Monotone  decreasing sequence v~(P), j=0  for the problem At.+t.[lO,O00 







Fig. 6. Monotone  decreasing sequence v~(P), j= 10 for the problem At" +v i i0 ,000  
x exp{ -40[ (x  - 0.25): + (y - 0.25)2]} + 1 - v] ffi 0 in ~,  v = 0 on a~.  
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Monotone decreasing sequence v~)(P), j=30 for the problem Av+v[10 ,000 















Monotone decreasing sequence v~)(P), j=764 for the problem Av+v~10,000 
x exp{ -40[ (x  - 0.25) 2 + (y - 0.25)2]} + 1 - v] = 0 in @, v = 0 on ~.  
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Figures 5-8 show some elements of the monotone decreasing sequence v~J~(P), 
j = l, 10, 30 and 760, respectively, for problem (1) with q = l and p(x ,y )= 10.000 
X ¢xp {--40[(X --0.25)2+ (y --0.25)2]} + 1. We notice that p (x, y) > 21r:/l: in St, where 
St is the square centered at (0.25, 0.25) and I = 0.05, but p (x, y ) is not larger than the first 
eigenvalue for the problem Ahzh+ 2hz, = 0 in ~h, Zh = 0 on t3~ hfor every (x ,y)  in ~h (cf. 
Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6). However, computations with our scheme indicate the existence of 
a unique positive discrete solution even in this case. In this example, the stopping criterion 
(33) is reached for j  ~ 764 and the iterations start with v~°~(P)- 10,001. 
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